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The work presented in this exhibition stems from a desire to review the way practice 
conceives and uses models to explore architecture. Although primarily concerned with 
the utilization of both handcrafted and digital techniques and technologies in the 
design process, there is an underlying assumption that they speak to the architecture. 
Hence they are both design and means of assessment. Different strategies are used to 
wrest architecture from idea, and coax building into being. Several practices take a 
‘conceptual’ approach to grapple with scenarios and propositions for design, 
following this with more detailed representations as ‘building’ studies. But even in 
this early stage few exhibitors declare their concept/intangible, and how the model 
assists when it becomes actualised as a ‘thing.’ That is, translation into model form 
imparts thingly characteristics that often transcend original intent. Moreover this 
process is subject to variant strategies in which virtual potentials are actualised and 
presented through form studies or maquettes. Within this scenario most of the 
‘conceptual’ explorations are form related rather than say social or cultural 
propositions. Likewise ‘finished’ models mark the end of the process and signify 
building intention for client presentation or media publicity. Most of these are 
fabricated in synthetic materials used to promote abstract form over material content, 
smoothing out any inconsistencies or irregularities at a scale that is difficult to 
comprehend inhabitation, occupation or decorative strategies.  
 
Some exhibitors discussed their approach and use of full scale physical models, a 
useful de-scaling practice that aligns the project with the body and our immediate 
environment. Generally these constructions speak to a specific architectural idea 
whereby a 1:1 model is used to explore the aesthetic sensibility of a particular 
technical resolution. However I was struck by Blacket Smith’s observation that: 
 
“Occasionally the building becomes a model, a work in full scale. This is 
where the line between the full scale model, the mock up and practice of 
building start to occur.”  
 
They suggest that this is not uncommon especially when working on one’s own 
house. Prompted by these thoughts and the exhibition’s title Homo Faber: Modelling 
Architecture I was reminded of the way architecture might speak to wider 
architectural concerns. For example the way that Le Corbusier’s Maison Dom-ino 
(1914-15) proclaims a move from load-bearing to tensile frame structures. Such 
propositions speak beyond scaling as an arithmetic device, and transcend immediate 
physicality. That is, scale could be considered as amplification, where amplification is 
the enhancement of hidden sounds rather than simply playing louder, such that the 
model projects ideas that are otherwise unheard. For example within the pages of 
Henry David Thoreau’s book Walden: or Life in the Woods (1854), is an illustration 
and description of a residence that is both house and model – a work at full scale. 
Although from a pre-digital era, this fabrication is useful for extending the discussion 
and contextualising prevailing issues pertinent to this exhibition. My reason for this is 
that some exhibitors such as Architecture Workshop seem to have evolved their work 
through the continual exploration of an idea, but have either yet to synthesise, or 
present it in model format.   
 
Thoreau built his place on some land owned by his mentor Ralph Waldo Emerson on 
the shore of Walden Pond, near Concord, Massachusetts. Built by himself for himself 
he lived there for two years and two months. It began in March 1845:  
 
“I borrowed an axe and went down to the woods near Walden Pond, nearest to 
where I intended to build my house and began to cut down some tall arrowy 
white pines, still in their youth, for timber.”  
 
“I hewed the main timbers six inches square, most of the studs on two sides 
only, and the rafters and floor timbers on one side, leaving the rest of the bark 
on, so that they were just as straight and much stronger than sawed ones. Each 
stick was carefully mortised or tenoned by its stump, for I had borrowed other 
tools by this time.”1  
 
Working the timber he became a “friend” with the pine tree until the framing was 
ready. Cladding in the form of feather edged boarding came through the purchase of 
James Collins shanty, a small but fine place with a “peaked roof” and small window. 
Before winter he shingled the sides and built the chimney on a foundation of river 
stones already placed at one end of the room. Conceptualised as an independent 
structure rising through the house from the ground to the heavens the chimney also 
included a fireplace built from local second-hand bricks. A large cellar six feet square 
by seven deep was dug in the side of a hill sloping to the south on the site of an old 
woodchuck burrow. Breaking the ground this way to achieve a space with an equable 
temperature gave him much pleasure. He knew that the cellar was a traditional marker 
of activity, a dent in the ground for storing roots and vegetables making the house “a 
sort of porch at the entrance of a burrow.”2 
 
“I have thus a tight shingled and plastered house, ten feet wide by fifteen long, 
and eight-feet posts, with a garret and a closet, a large window on each side, 
two trap doors, one door at the end, and a brick fireplace opposite.”3  
 
The simplicity of this roughly hewn structure made from logs and recycled timber 
planks was an experiment in economy. It was an attempt to free the body from 
material progress, replacing it with one based on a more simple life that conformed to 
what was “necessary”. Concomitant with this philosophy Thoreau embarked on a 
pursuit of nature, reading, and writing with the intention of working only one day out 
of seven. To support this ideal he planted beans, potatoes and other crops to 
accompany his bread and did odd jobs in the nearby village, and occasionally returned 
to his parents’ house in Concord for family meals. The whole period was documented 
in a detailed journal of his observations, activities, and thoughts, later described and 
illustrated in Walden.  
 
Thoreau presents his house as an intellectual and practical model, fashioned in 
opposition to the prevailing false and pretentious architecture observed all around. He 
points to the unpretending humble log cabins and cottages of the poor as the most 
interesting dwellings in a picturesque sense and foreshadows Gaston Bachelard’s 
Poetics of Space by suggesting these houses are “shells” projected out from the life 
and activities of the inhabitants.4 This interest in the local vernacular architecture was 
also evident in other contemporary authors who valorised intimacy with nature, use of 
local materials, and lack of pretension. The difference between Thoreau and these 
others is that he built and lived in their sign for the ideal picturesque house, rather 
than the scaled up version with its many rooms.   
 
Thoreau observed that many of these poorer homes around Concord were not picture 
book quality but were hovels where “human beings lived in sties” whilst at the same 
time their prosperous neighbours suffered under the burden of up-keeping their grand 
homes. Effectively Thoreau’s small scale exemplar reflected questions of property 
and ownership, prompted by these two extremes of housing found near Walden Pond. 
For example he questions the need to continue purchasing furniture and chattels from 
suppliers, because it leads to sameness and want. Distanced from society and these 
luxuries of culture Thoreau’s house affords a location for introspection, deep self-
reflection and interiority of the most profound sort. This single room apartment is 
seeped with influences and inferences to the complexity of social interaction 
necessary to confirm existence as well as the essential accoutrements to live. To 
explain this he provides a detailed list of all his Walden furniture which consisted of a 
bed, a table, a desk, three chairs, a looking-glass, a pair of tongs and andirons, a kettle, 
a skillet, and a frying-pan, a dipper, a wash-bowl, two knives and forks, three plates, 
one cup, one spoon, a jug for oil, a jug for molasses, and a japanned lamp. The 
significance of several items is revealed in the text including making pudding as a 
social act, one that not all visitors could partake. He pronounces upon the purpose and 
meaning of chairs and how as modest chattels, they signify the rules of exchange and 
engagement spatially and philosophically; 
 
“I had three chairs in my house; one for solitude, two for friendship, three for 
society. When visitors came in larger and unexpected numbers there was but 
the third chair for them all, but they generally economized the room by 
standing up.”5  
 
This idea of house-as-model emanates from thinking through several other ‘primitive’ 
models, a process that contributes to the American preoccupation with meaning and 
symbolism; that also focussed on the religious, beautiful and healthy home. Such 
discussions inevitably lead to questions of nationalism and longing for the American 
home.6 Simplicity of living was not sentimentalised or found repellent but was 
admired because it provided minimal but satisfactory environments suitable to 
particular ways of living.   
 
“In the Indian gazettes a wigwam was the symbol of a day’s march, and a row 
of them cut or painted on the bark of a tree signified that so many times they 
had camped.”7  
 
Thoreau’s search for a way of living uncomplicated by prevailing fashions, taste and 
grandeur, also recalled popular rustic types including – summerhouses, hermitages, 
and wilderness retreats – and seems to have been initially suggested by a Catskills 
mountain house he had recently admired.8 These rustic models highlight another 
wider claim for his model, one that has preoccupied architecture. It is a concern with 
origins of architecture and the desire for architectural reform by returning to first 
principals’ – the so called ‘primitive hut.’ Moreover Sophia Thoreau’s evocative 
illustration suggested the house was located in wilderness rather than a recently 
cleared and intensely used landscape minutes from town. Thoreau had creatively 
translated wilderness values to a suburban location as part of his experimental desire 
to establish the necessities of life; “to live a primitive and frontier life, though in the 
midst of an outward civilization.”9 Like the Beechers’ ‘Christian House’ model this 
abode standing in wilderness added to an ideal image of man and nature operating 
together.10 Despite its primitive allusions the dwelling itself was not a “hut” or a 
“cabin” but a one-room “house,” a term he continually used throughout the text. The 
significance being that it was a miniature country house.  
 
Household rooms such as kitchen, parlour, chamber and keeping room were 
concentrated into this single space apartment, creating an intimacy unavailable to 
inhabitants of larger houses. Many of these houses with their numerable apartments he 
considered extravagantly large for their inhabitants; the distance and separation often 
precluded meeting. He despised the desire for differentiated rooms, preferring the idea 
of one great room in which many kinds of living take place. It was a model that 
echoed the great ‘hall houses’ of England as well as the interiors of large 
ecclesiastical buildings, and was reminiscent of a house he often dreamed. A house 
that included more than one inhabitant;   
 
“a larger and more populous house, standing in a golden age, of enduring 
materials, and without gingerbread work, which shall still consist of only one 
room, a vast, rude, substantial, primitive hall, without ceiling or plastering, 
with bare rafters and purlins supporting a sort of lower heaven over one’s 
head” 
 
“a cavernous house, wherein you must reach up a torch upon a pole to see the 
roof; where some may live in the fireplace, some in the recess of a window, 
and some on settles, some at one end of the hall, some at another, and some 
aloft on rafters with the spiders, if they choose”11 
 
In building his simple, rustic, weather-tight and sturdy house Thoreau addressed 
another architectural issue, this time unfolding a critique of the villa and ornamental 
work. Maynard notes that; 
 
“The way he sited the structure and his descriptions of its arrangements 
suggest an awareness of specific dictates derived from villa books, as if he 
meant to offer a small-scale exemplar for the “villas which will one day be 
built here”12  
 
Here Maynard is referring to the way Thoreau places his house in a sunny and 
sheltered position on the side of a hill facing south-east, a practice advocated by many 
villa book writers. The best of the many period villa books offer in their prefaces 
serious-minded advice on domestic economy and architectural fitness, subjects 
inherited from eighteenth-century thought. Thoreau seems to have adopted the same 
pattern, and Maynard suggests that; 
 
“His intent, however, was more complex and nuanced than mere “subversion”; 
it constituted a spirited engagement with the central tenets of those books and 
a thoughtful adaptation of them to his own intellectual, Transcendentalist 
ends.”13  
 
Thoreau’s critique is aimed at one “so called architect” who thinks that “architectural 
ornaments have a core of truth, a necessity, and hence a beauty.”14 Although 
unnamed, Vincent Scully suggests this might be the landscape designer Andrew 
Jackson Downing and the villa book referred to being Cottage Residences (1842). 
Although Downing does have several similar sentiments to Thoreau, he professes 
ornament as the most important outward sign.15 Thoreau attacks this work ridiculing 
it for beginning at the cornice rather than the foundation, and claiming the author to 
be a “sentimental reformer” who supposed ornament to be something outward “and in
the skin,” rather than having a connection to the inside. Thoreau’s proposition, 
sustained by his own model house is to build truly within and without “and let the 




It seems to me that this house is a propositional model that speaks about social and 
political ideals. It presents a moralising social message of a way of living and seeks 
reform by reminding us of constitutional aspects of architecture, including the 
relationship of the indweller to its shell; architecture that comes from within. Its 
reforming message is presented through an appeal to both tradition, in a nineteenth-
century picturesque manner, and the truth claims associated with the primitive hut. 
For this sturdy house Thoreau uses locally available technology and materials to build 
the simplest small-scale exemplar that has large significance, engaging with the spirit 
of villa building. Having built the house Thoreau celebrated this achievement in print, 
making sure of a wider audience, and knowing that it was not going to remain long by 
the edge of the pond. Although a two-year experiment and made very economically, 
Thoreau acknowledged that;  
 
“It would be worth the while to build still more deliberately than I did, 
considering, for instance, what foundation a door, a window, a cellar, a garret, 
have in the nature of man, and perchance never raising any superstructure until 
we found a better reason for it than our temporal necessities even.” 
 
This model serves as a device to project ideas about habitation. In this case it is not 
unlike Albert Smith’s “architectural small-scale model machine” except that it does 
not desire the “perfect design.”17 It is not a conceptual model for it does not exist in 
abstract or attempt to model an intangible, but as a built edifice it speaks to wider 
issues. The house serves as a rustic, philosophical exemplar for dwellings of the 
future, for the “larger and more populous house” to come. Thoreau stamps his 
authority over the work claiming to “speak understandingly on this subject, for I have 
made myself acquainted with it both theoretically and practically.”18 Here the link 
between theory and practice provides a strong suggestion that Thoreau’s house was 
the “practical” explication in local materials of the “theory” of the primitive hut. It is 
the tangible realization of a historical and philosophical ideal; a theoretical and 
practical exemplar for that which is to follow.  
 
For me the critical question for this exhibition is not which approach to modelling, but 
to declare our intentions through the model. If as the organisers suggest we step 
outside the efficiency question we need approach both manual and digital methods 
cognisant of what we are attempting to realise. That is, to establish a model relative to 
the techniques and technologies available. If as Bernard Cache suggests the rapid 
computational power of digital technology enables non-standard production then like 
Thoreau’s house, Cache’s Philibert De’Orme Pavillion speaks to a wider concern for 
modelling architecture in the digital age. Cache is not concerned with projecting a 
future image for architecture, or transcending history but is declaring a device for 
revealing “the architecture of information lying behind the buildings.”19 Given such a 
model we can engage with architecture in a critical manner avoiding both historic and 
contemporary clichés.   
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